
Max Stossel - Social Awakening


Tools & 
Reminders for 
Educators



Classroom Materials 
I’ve been working to help Project Zero and the Hx team help 
get some of their materials out to the world. The aim is to 
have more productive conversations with teenagers about 
how social media is influencing their lives and relationships.  

Here are some activities you can use in your classroom to 
get those started.  

• Tech Habits Challenge - (Best to start with) 
• Thinking Traps (+ video) 
• My Values & Tech 

https://www.commonsense.org/education/digital-citizenship/lesson/tech-habit-challenge
https://www.commonsense.org/education/digital-citizenship/lesson/thinking-traps
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=E9aV4mgVya4
https://www.commonsense.org/education/digital-citizenship/lesson/my-values-tech


Administrative 
Recommendations 
1. Check and return phones at the door (with 
exceptions). 

2. Audit yourselves, is what you’ve implemented 
achieving what it was meant to? 

3. Pay attention to what we’re losing as we’re gaining. 
Move slow and test before making sweeping 
implementations. 

4. Approach tech in schools with a skeptical eye. 
Measure success not just in use, but in human results. 
Start from the assumption that new tech or ed tech 
won’t improve the learning experience and work 
backwards from there. www.everyschool.org 

5. Integrate SEL, Mindfulness, Communication skills, 
and Time Management skills into your curricula. These 
are important new skills to combat the digital world the 
next generation lives in.  

http://www.everyschool.org


Away For The Day 
This is a great resource that helps schools implement 
policies where smartphones are put away for the school 
day. We have an opportunity to use those 7 hours to 
teach the next generation focus, patience, in person 
social/communication skills and how to be without their 
devices  

www.awayfortheday.org 

http://www.awayfortheday.org


It’s never been easier 
to run from ourselves 
Learning to sit with feelings, boredom, and the 
challenges that come with daily life is going to be a 
major challenge for the next generation. Creating more 
spaces in young people’s lives where they can learn 
those skills is going to be important. 

SEL, Mindfulness and Communication, have also 
become essential skills to navigate this digital world. If 
you don’t know what your feelings are, it’s impossible to 
know how Instagram makes you feel. 



Media/
Conversational 
Literacy 
It is definitely critical to teach students how to navigate 
the digital world. In terms of media literacy, many orgs 
tend to be very biased in what sources to trust vs. not 
trust. Given the state of digital media today, it feels 
important to teach our students how to think. Feel free to 
use this robot diagram of logical fallacies!  

This is another resource that teaches students how to 
have respectful dialogue and disagreements, without 
falling into “The Colosseum” of online dunking on each 
other and cheering for comment-blood.   

https://heterodoxacademy.org/


Internet Matters: A 
Helpful Resource 
A helpful resource to search by age, for basic questions, 
and challenges with specific developmental issues. They 
also have answers for ages younger than middle school. 
www.internetmatters.org 

http://www.internetmatters.org


Include them in the rule-
making process: 
“I’m noting devices seem to be really distracting in class, can we 
talk about that?”  

Talking to your students about your reasoning and theirs, and 
making decisions with them, as opposed to for them, can help 
them trust your guidance.  

Work to understand the underlying needs and associated 
triggers driving them to digital distraction, and brainstorm 
solutions that may or may not involve screens. 

Working with them is not the same as caving to their every 
whim :) 



Think Big Picture: 
Beyond Screens 
It’s very difficult as a parent or educator to stay up to date on all 
the new apps and games that become popular. It can be helpful 
to think about what the role is of each in your student’s life. What 
do you use this for? How is it impacting your relationships? Your 
health? How do you feel when you’re using it? Are there some 
parts that feel good and some parts that feel bad? Is there 
anything that makes you uncomfortable about this? Remember 
being a safe space for our students to be able to talk about 
anything is one of the most helpful things we can do, and that 
means not guilting or shaming when they’ve made mistakes or 
seen inappropriate content.  



Study & focus with your 
phone outside the room 
“Although these devices have immense potential to improve 
welfare, their persistent presence may come at a cognitive cost. 
In this research, we test the “brain drain” hypothesis that the 
mere presence of one’s own smartphone may occupy limited-
capacity cognitive resources, thereby leaving fewer resources 
available for other tasks and undercutting cognitive performance. 
Results from two experiments indicate that even when people 
are successful at maintaining sustained attention—as when 
avoiding the temptation to check their phones—the mere 
presence of these devices reduces available cognitive capacity. 
Moreover, these cognitive costs are highest for those highest in 
smartphone dependence.” - Ward et al. 2017 

Some teachers use Phone Cubbies as attendance for their 
classrooms. If your device is not in your slot, then you are not 
“present.” 

http://www.journals.uchicago.edu/doi/abs/10.1086/691462
https://www.amazon.com/Numbered-Classroom-Calculator-Hanging-Organizer/dp/B01EX0IZ0Y/ref=asc_df_B01EX0IZ0Y/?tag=hyprod-20&linkCode=df0&hvadid=198090886690&hvpos=&hvnetw=g&hvrand=3214574478551834042&hvpone=&hvptwo=&hvqmt=&hvdev=c&hvdvcmdl=&hvlocint=&hvlocphy=9031029&hvtargid=pla-349816256389&psc=1&region_id=373786


Ask the right questions 
Instead of asking “Do you like that game/app?” 

Ask: “How does that game/app make you feel?” 

This allows us to separate the focus from how much time 
we’re spending on something vs. how it impacts us on a 
human level 



Bark 
Bark is a service that flags the most severe instances of 
bullying and self-harm possibilities, and shows the 
messages to an administrator. It’s a bit on the “Big Brother” 
side of monitoring, and the person reviewing the messages 
needs to have a keen sense of what is and isn’t a joke, and 
actual severity of the messages. Warning that this can lead 
to instances where a school sees a message and feels they 
“Have to” act because of the content of the message, even 
when their instinct is that it’s kids being kids. 

http://www.Bark.us


SafeShare 
safeshare.tv is a good resources for sending YouTube 
videos to your students. Youtube automatically 
recommends the next video and is a big distractor, 
Safeshare allows you to send a video without all the 
YouTube recommendations.  

http://safeshare.tv


Research 
If you’d like to dig deeper into the research on social 
media’s impact on young people’s wellbeing, here is a good 
place to start. 

https://jonathanhaidt.com/social-media/
https://jonathanhaidt.com/social-media/


Contact: Max Stossel  
Please reach out if you are interested in ongoing programs, 
or piloting new resources to help students, parents, & 
educators have healthier relationships with technology. 

Email: max@SocialAwakening.org 

Title: CEO, Social Awakening  

Education Advisor, Center for Humane Technology 

To book Max at your school/community visit: 
www.socialawakening.org 

mailto:max@SocialAwakening.org
http://www.socialawakening.org
http://www.socialawakening.org
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